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*Based on 2010 U.S. Census data (this specific 2020 data was not yet available at the time of publication)

**Source: Live XYZ, March 2020

***Total full-time BID employees includes only administrative staff, not sanitation or public safety personnel

****Data self-reported in BID annual reports and not reported by all BIDs
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*FY22 Capacity Building Programming included: Coro Neighborhood Leadership, Legal Assistance, Board Build, New Executive Director Institute, Nonprofit Management Coaching, and Workshops. 

Learn more at nyc.gov/neighborhoods 

Photo credit: Atlantic Avenue

https://www1.nyc.gov/site/sbs/neighborhoods/neighborhoods.page


Avenue NYC is funded through the federal Community Development Block Grant (CDBG) Program, which targets investments in low- and moderate-income neighborhoods; 

in FY22, additional Avenue NYC funding came from the American Rescue Plan Act (ARPA).

Neighborhood 360° is City Tax Levy-funded for specific neighborhoods.

COVID-19 Strategic Impact Grants are funded through federal ARPA funds.
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*Downtown Brooklyn Partnership manages three BIDs: Court-Livingston-Schermerhorn, Fulton Mall Improvement Association, and MetroTech



Contracts and program service revenue may include revenue from plaza maintenance contracts, concession contracts, banners, parking lots, trash cans, additional user rights, etc.

Fundraising may include revenue raised from events, campaigns, or similar programs

Other Revenue may include interest income and miscellaneous revenue



Values less than 1% of total revenue are included but not labeled

Contracts and program service revenue may include revenue from plaza maintenance contracts, concession contracts, banners, parking lots, trash cans, additional user rights, etc.

Fundraising may include revenue raised from events, campaigns, or similar programs

Other Revenue may include interest income and miscellaneous revenue



Other Services may include social services, business development, tourism, economic development research, and specialized programs

Other G&A may include rent, office supplies, insurance, and miscellaneous expenses

Outside contractors are limited to general & administrative functions and may include contracted management, accountants, bookkeepers, web designers, etc.



Values less than 1% of total expenses are included but not labeled

Other Services may include social services, business development, tourism, economic development research, and specialized programs

Other G&A may include rent, office supplies, insurance, and miscellaneous expenses

Outside contractors are limited to general & administrative functions and may include contracted management, accountants, bookkeepers, web designers, etc.
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Open Street data on this page reflect the 2022 calendar year
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Table only includes data from BIDs that provide sanitation services

*This ratio appears considerably large due to the inclusion of Bryant Park, which services a small area of sidewalk but funds sanitation services throughout the park



*Includes both physical attendees (including events unique in scale such as the Times Square Alliance New Year’s Eve celebration) and viewers of online events
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*Includes both physical attendees (including events unique in scale such as the Times Square Alliance New Year’s Eve celebration) and viewers of online events





Table only includes data from BIDs that provide public safety services

*This ratio appears considerably large due to the inclusion of Bryant Park, which services a small area of sidewalk, but funds public safety services throughout the park



*Streetscape elements may include street furniture (tables, chairs, benches), wayfinding elements, lighting elements, tree guards, bollards, bike racks, news racks, etc.

Photo credit: Argenis Taveras for Downtown Brooklyn Partnership



Table only includes data from BIDs that provide streetscape and beautification services

*Streetscape elements may include street furniture (tables, chairs, benches), wayfinding elements, lighting elements, tree guards, bollards, bike racks, news racks, etc. 



*BIDs may share staff and/or management with another BID or a related community-based development organization



Outside contractors are limited to general & administrative functions and may include contracted management, accountants, bookkeepers, web designers, etc.
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The scope of services provided by individual BIDs may vary significantly, accounting for some of the variation in expenses in the following appendix

Photo credit: Lincoln Square



The trend line on the above graph represents a prediction of sanitation expenses based on total expenses across all BIDs.
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The trend line on the above graph represents a prediction of sanitation expenses based on total expenses across all BIDs.



*This ratio appears considerably large because Bryant Park services a small area of sidewalk but funds sanitation services throughout the park



The scope of services provided by individual BIDs may vary significantly, accounting for some of the variation in expenses in the following appendix
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The trend line on the above graph represents a prediction of marketing expenses based on total expenses across all BIDs.



The trend line on the above graph represents a prediction of marketing expenses based on total expenses across all BIDs.



*Includes both physical attendees and viewers of online events
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The trend line on the above graph represents a prediction of marketing expenses based on total expenses across all BIDs.



*Includes both physical attendees and viewers of online events



The trend line on the above graph represents a prediction of marketing expenses based on total expenses across all BIDs.



*Includes both physical attendees (including events unique in scale such as the Times Square Alliance New Year’s Eve celebration) and viewers of online events



The scope of services provided by individual BIDs may vary significantly, accounting for some of the variation in expenses in the following appendix
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The trend line on the above graph represents a prediction of public safety expenses based on total expenses across all BIDs.
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The trend line on the above graph represents a prediction of public safety expenses based on total expenses across all BIDs.



*This ratio appears considerably large because Bryant Park services a small area of sidewalk, but funds public safety services throughout the park



The scope of services provided by individual BIDs may vary significantly, accounting for some of the variation in expenses in the following appendix
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The trend line on the above graph represents a prediction of streetscape & beautification expenses based on total expenses across all BIDs.
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Some BIDs may maintain streetscape elements but allocate expenses to another program area, such as sanitation

*Streetscape elements may include street furniture (tables, chairs, benches), wayfinding elements, lighting elements, tree guards, bollards, bike racks, news racks, etc. 



The trend line on the above graph represents a prediction of streetscape & beautification expenses based on total expenses across all BIDs.



Some BIDs may maintain streetscape elements but allocate expenses to another program area, such as sanitation

*Streetscape elements may include street furniture (tables, chairs, benches), wayfinding elements, lighting elements, tree guards, bollards, bike racks, news racks, etc. 
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Some BIDs may maintain streetscape elements but allocate expenses to another program area, such as sanitation

*Streetscape elements may include street furniture (tables, chairs, benches), wayfinding elements, lighting elements, tree guards, bollards, bike racks, news racks, etc.
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Some BIDs may maintain streetscape elements but allocate expenses to another program area, such as sanitation

*Streetscape elements may include street furniture (tables, chairs, benches), wayfinding elements, lighting elements, tree guards, bollards, bike racks, news racks, etc.
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Some BIDs may maintain streetscape elements but allocate expenses to another program area, such as sanitation

*Streetscape elements may include street furniture (tables, chairs, benches), wayfinding elements, lighting elements, tree guards, bollards, bike racks, news racks, etc.



The trend line on the above graph represents a prediction of streetscape & beautification expenses based on total expenses across all BIDs.



Some BIDs may maintain streetscape elements but allocate expenses to another program area, such as sanitation

*Streetscape elements may include street furniture (tables, chairs, benches), wayfinding elements, lighting elements, tree guards, bollards, bike racks, news racks, etc.



The scope of services provided by individual BIDs may vary significantly, accounting for some of the variation in expenses in the following appendix
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The trend line on the above graph represents a prediction of general & administrative expenses based on total expenses across all BIDs.
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*BID shares staff and/or management with another BID or a related community-based development organization

Outside contractors are limited to general & administrative functions and may include contracted management, accountants, bookkeepers, web designers, etc.



The trend line on the above graph represents a prediction of general & administrative expenses based on total expenses across all BIDs.
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*BID shares staff and/or management with another BID or a related community-based development organization

Outside contractors are limited to general & administrative functions and may include contracted management, accountants, bookkeepers, web designers, etc.
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*BID shares staff and/or management with another BID or a related community-based development organization

Outside contractors are limited to general & administrative functions and may include contracted management, accountants, bookkeepers, web designers, etc.
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*BID shares staff and/or management with another BID or a related community-based development organization

Outside contractors are limited to general & administrative functions and may include contracted management, accountants, bookkeepers, web designers, etc.




